MINUTES OF THE PLAN
COMMISSION PUBLIC MEETING
February 1, 2021

I.

CALL TO ORDER
The Plan Commission Public Meeting was called to order at 6:00 P.M. by President Thomas
Anderson at the Schererville Town Hall, 10 E. Joliet St, Schererville.
A. Pledge of Allegiance
The Pledge of Allegiance was recited.
B. Roll Call
Roll Call was taken with the following members present: President Thomas Anderson,
Vice-President William Jarvis, Secretary Gary Immig, Mr. Alex Hansen, Mr. Drew
Thomas, Mr. Andrew Hansen, and Mr. Tom Kouros. Staff present: Town Manager
Robert Volkmann, Director of Operations James Gorman, Planning Coordinator/Office
Manager Denise Sulek, Attorney Alfredo Estrada, Councilmen Caleb Johnson and Tom
Schmitt. Absent were Recording Secretary Norma Hollingsworth Rico and Neil Simstad
from Nies Engineering.
C. Approve Minutes of the Plan Commission Public Meeting of January 4, 2021
Mr. Drew Thomas made a motion to approve which was seconded by Mr. Gary Immig
and carried 7-0.

II.

PUBLIC ACTION AND PUBLIC HEARINGS
A. P.C. Case #21-2-1 PLAZA HEIGHTS ADDITION, LOT 2
General Location: 1906-1912 U.S. 41 - Plaza Heights Addition, Lot 2
Petitioner(s): Feras Musleh & Mohammed Musleh
Request: Primary Approval of a U.S. 41 Commercial Corridor Overlay District
Development Plan and Planned Signage District Amendment
Both Mr. Gary Torrenga from Torrenga Engineering, Munster, and Architect Ted Rohn
represented the Petitioners. Mr. Torrenga explained that the property is on the west side
of Indianapolis Blvd. in the Plaza Heights Addition which was subdivided several years
ago. and that Lot 2 is 1.79 acres. Mr. Torrenga stated that they originally very carefully
planned this subdivision for the development of these lots.
Mr. Torrenga stated that they will tie into the existing sanitary sewer, water main, and
stonn sewer which will capture all of the storm water and take it to the south side of the
hotel into the existing detention pond; and that they do have to move a portion of one that
is on the south side of the southern building. Mr. Torrenga said that they intend to build
a larger building on the south and a smaller one on the north; and that they will provide
fire protection. Mr. Torrenga added that at the present time, the ground drains southwest
toward that pond with a total slope of the property of about 4’.
Regarding the traffic pattern, Mr. Torrenga stated that there is an existing ingress/egress
easement that was also platted years ago with the original Plaza Heights, and that they
will be using that entrance.
Mr. William Jarvis asked if the entrance/exit on the north side of the property was offset
to the other side of the street or if they lined up. Mr. Torrenga replied that it is
perpendicular with what is existing. Mr. Jarvis said it looks like it is offset to the west a
little, and that he wants to make sure that doesn't happen. Mr. Torrenga replied that they
line up. Mr. Torrenga pointed that this is a little bit different from the original layout of
this property; because the people that built the hotel also had a layout for the site of this
property which was never built and may be what Mr. Jarvis is referring to.
Mr. Thomas asked if the two dumpsters at the back of the property would be sufficient
for this project, especially if the north property is going to be a restaurant. Mr. Ted Rohn

replied that they created one dumpster enclosure for each building, but that that it can be
increased in size once they know the tenants. Mr. Rohn added that the main tenant is the
Base Camp Fitness Center, and that they will have hardly any garbage at all.
Mr. Rohn stated that the last time they were here, Mr. Jarvis asked to see what the rest of
the building looks like, so they further developed the set of plans which will be submitted
to the State. Mr. Rohn added that the packets given to each member include the floor
plan of the building on Page two; and that Sheet A-l shows all of the elevations, and that
the front page is a color rendering of the east fa9ade. Mr. Rohn staled that nothing has
really changed since they were at the Study Session; but that because of the site layout,
they have taken into account ample parking for possible eateries where the drive-thrus
are. Mr. Rohn pointed out that the west elevation or rear of the building on Page A-l will
have some store fronts and entries back there, and that it is not a typical back of the
building. Mr. Rohn said there has been design put into it and that they will carry the
brick and stone features all the way around the entire building. Mr. Rohn further stated
that if the prospective tenants decide they want more glass in the back, they will make
adjustments and add more store fronts as well.
Mr. Rohn said that at the last meeting they talked about having two drive-thrus, one in the
main or south building, and one in the north building, and that they are currently on the
Agenda for the Board of Zoning in February to have that hopefully approved.
Mr. Rohn said that the Sign District which was established several years ago has been
analyzed, and that they feel they can comply with that same Sign District which is two
square foot per one lineal foot of frontage for each tenant. Mr. Rohn added that they
have signage on the front of the building; but because they designed this to be a four
sided building, they are going to want to have the potential for signs on the north and
south elevations just around the corner end units, and also some signage off of the back.
Mr. Rohn elaborated that there might be small signs above the entry doors in the back for
the smaller tenants, and then a larger sign; but that they will not exceed the total signage
allowed in the Sign District. Mr. Rohn asked if they need permission to have those signs
on the back and the sides or if it is something they can ask for in this proceeding. Mr.
Volkmann replied yes. Mr. Rohn reiterated that they would like to have signage on all
four sides of the building which they feel is a positive, not a negative, and that they will
not exceed the amount of sign square footage for the entire project. Mr. Rohn added that
the owner is also here tonight if they have any questions.
President Anderson asked about the restroom facilities for Tenant C. Mr. Rohn replied
that Tenant C is the main tenant in the middle, and that they will have restroom facilities
which will be part of the Base Camp Fitness design when they go down to the State.
President Anderson pointed out that A, B, and D all show restrooms. Mr. Rohn said that
they are all part of the building shell because the tenants are unknown. Mr. Rohn added
that Base Camp Fitness designs will have at least three restrooms which is similar to
Anytime Fitness with showers for the patrons. Mr. Rohn added that typically they show
restrooms for all of the stations of the tenants, but they will have a separate State Release
shortly following this set of drawings.
Mr. Kouros stated that the IHOP will be one restaurant with a drive-thru, then there is the
main entrance to the Hampton, then on the south side of that main entrance would be this
development, and asked if that was accurate. Mr. Rohn replied that there is the IHOP,
then the main entrance, and then their site which has two buildings. Mr. Kouros asked if
their building was closer to the Omelet House. Mr. Rohn said that they are closer to the
Omelet House on the south side. Mr. Kouros said that their second drive-thru that is
connected to the main building will allow you to get to their site. Mr. Rohn said that if
their drive-thru is on the north side of the building, then that would be accurate. Mr.
Kouros said that in the back it will all be parking, and asked if there would not be any
other development back there. Mr. Rohn replied that there will not be any more
development. Mr. Kouros asked if behind the drive-thru restaurant there were any more
room for development back there or if it would all be parking. Mr. Rohn replied that
right now it is all parking; and that there aren’t any plans to do anymore square footage or
anymore buildings than what they show here. Mr. Kouros asked if the owners of this
project own all the way up to the hotel. Mr. Rohn replied that they own up to the east
boundary of the hotel parking lot. Mr. Kouros again asked if there was no plan to build
anything farther than what was shown here tonight. Mr. Rohn replied that is correct, and
that there is a 15’ drainage easement and that you can see that they have a 25.24 strip of
greenspace. Mr. Torrenga stated that additionally, along the east side of the hotel
property there is an ingress/egress easement that serves this which would block any
possibility of any construction there.

Mr. Alex Gorman asked Attorney Estrada if they could base their approval subject to the
B.Z.A. approval for the variance. Attorney Estrada replied that they could. Mr. Jarvis
asked about the handicap parking spaces referring to page C-2 on the west side of the
building. Mr. Jarvis said that Mr. Torrenga’s drawing only shows one, and that Mr.
Rohn’s drawing shows two. . Mr. Rohn replied that there are two handicap spots on the
east side of the building, and one on the west. Mr. Rohn explained that only three are
required, but that if a tenant wanted to put one there, they would have a shared aisle. Mr.
Jarvis stated that he feels it is prudent to have two on the back and two on the front which
is why he is questioning it. Mr. Torrenga stated that it could certainly be done and that
the access ramp can be made narrower because it doesn’t need to be as wide as it is.
President Anderson asked if there were a rendering of building D. Mr. Rohn replied not
at this time because this building may end up being a national tenant who will have a
strong say so. Mr. Rohn added that the architecture and materials will be the same and
complimentary.
President Anderson opened the matter to the floor. There being no comments from the
floor, the matter was returned to the Board. President Anderson pointed out that two
things need to be put in a motion, with one being signage will be allowed on all four sides
of the building which would still be within the allowed square footage; and the second
would be any drive-thrus would be dependent upon approval by the B.Z.A.
Mr. Jarvis made a motion to approve P.C. Case #21-2-1 pursuant to all State, Federal, and
Local Regulations; that the drive on the north side of this development lines up with the
entrance way; that the signs be allowed on all four sides as long as they do not exceed the
Town Ordinance; and that the drive-thrus are dependent upon the B.Z.A. approval. This
was seconded by Mr. Thomas and carried 7-0.
B. P.C. Case #21-2-2 WALMART
General Location: 1555 U.S. 41 - The Crossroads, Lot 1
Petitioner(s): pb2 Architects & Engineers
Request: Primary Approval of a U.S. 41 Commercial Corridor Overlay District
Development Plan
Ms. Amy Miles of pb2 Architects & Engineers represented the Petitioners. Ms. Miles
explained that they want to put a “Pickup” sign on the right side elevation of the store
which will serve as a directional sign to direct customers to that part of the store for their
pickups with parking to the front of the store.
Mr. Jarvis asked if customers would be going through those doors to pick up the items or
if the items would be brought out to them. Ms. Miles replied that the items would be
brought out to the customers’ cars; and that the reason the doors were moved from the
front to the side to reduce traffic in the front area. Ms. Miles said that customers would
not pick up the orders on their own, but that they would be brought out by associates.
Mr. Jarvis asked if the customers will have designated parking spots to wait for the items
much like they currently do with the pharmacy. Ms. Miles replied yes.
President Anderson asked if the side door was going to be removed and if they were
going to have twenty-one spots in the aisle. Ms. Miles replied yes and added that the
existing parking spaces will be re-striped and be standard parking spots again, then they
will have twenty-one spaces in that current empty space where customers will go to pick
up their orders. President Anderson confirmed with Ms. Miles that there would be no
stopping or parking in front of that door.
Mr. Kouros asked for confirmation that the pickups would be moved to where the new
“Pickup” sign is with no walking back and forth by customers; and that the existing
outdoor or seasonal door would remain the same. Ms. Miles replied that is correct. Mr.
Kouros asked if the twenty-one stalls would be on that side. Ms. Miles replied that they
are on the south side. Mr. Kouros stated that is next to the restaurant and by the fenced
area for outdoor trees. Ms. Miles replied that it is just behind that. Mr. Kouros then
asked for confirmation that they will have a separate entrance for that, and that Walmart
associates will be bringing out the items to the customers. Ms. Miles replied yes and
stated that they would be coming out a door on the east side and pointed it out on the
plan. Mr. Jarvis asked if the building they proposed would be on the east side of the

current landscape area. Ms. Miles replied correct, but that there is no additional square
footage involved.
Mr. Kouros asked if the need for this service was a result of COVID or if they saw the
need beforehand. Ms. Miles replied that it was starting before COVID, but that COVID
100% amplified the need and desire for customers to order online and not come into the
store to pick them up. Mr. Kouros asked if their studies show that people like this service
and that this will likely continue after COVID. Ms. Miles replied without a doubt. Mr.
Kouros asked if people order online and pay by credit card and then two hours later it is
ready. Ms. Miles said it would be great if it was that fast, but that it is usually about one
day. Mr. Kouros pointed out that at the last meeting, they were under the impression that
the pickup was the blue area and thought it was where they were going to have the door.
Mr. Kouros said that there was concern because it is such a high traffic area; but with it
on the side, they do not have that concern.
Mr. Immig said he wasn’t clear where the traffic goes after they pick up, and if they were
heading straight north all the way behind the building. Ms. Miles replied that they can,
but she doubted it because that is an area where trucks are parked and there is storage
back there so they don’t want customers coming back and forth. Ms. Miles added that
ideally, there are directional signs in the parking lotto direct the traffic; and that her
recommendation is that they put a right turn only sign there. Ms. Miles further stated that
to the south there is traffic backed up. President Anderson stated that it was a very good
idea because people trying to make a left out of there would never get out.
Mr. Jarvis asked if to the west of the building in the parking lot was where the items
would be picked up. Ms. Miles replied no, and showed Mr. Jarvis where it would be on
the site plan. Mr. Jarvis said the west parking lot was where their landscaping items are
placed in the spring and summer. Mr. Jarvis said that at the last meeting he brought up
that there is a horrible problem with exiting Walmart out to U.S. 30, and that what he had
given as a suggestion was that it does need to be addressed. Mr. Jarvis said that
originally it should have been put in as three lanes which would have helped because the
people cannot fit into two lanes to exit there. Mr. Jarvis said he doesn’t know if they can
acquire anymore land there or if they could take some of the restaurant side to make
another lane. Mr. Jarvis further stated that the trucks making Walmart deliveries can
hardly make that turn; and that when people are exiting, it is a free for all trying to get in
line to go. Mr. Jarvis said he is not a traffic person, but he suggested to have the right
lane to the west be a straight through, right or a left turn. Mr. Jarvis added that if that
extra lane were there to make a left turn, you wouldn’t get the kind of stacking they have.
Mr. Jarvis said it is not unusual to get stacking all the way back to the landscape area.
Ms. Miles replied that it is how it was today when she was there on a Monday. Mr. Jarvis
said that he has tricks to get around in their parking lot, and that he never comes in front
of the store because it is too congested; and that something has to be done. Ms. Miles
said that she can takes these notes back to their engineer, but that it is not in the budget
for this current project. Ms. Miles said they will make note of the concerns. Mr. Jarvis
said he believes it is affecting Walmart’s business.
President Anderson said that he is happy that it is out of the way towards the back and
feels that the right turn only is the way to go. President Anderson opened the matter to
the floor. There being no comments from the floor, the matter was returned to the Board.
President Anderson said he thinks that this is the best solution for this particular problem;
but as Mr. Jarvis said for long term, the traffic lanes need to be addressed. President
Anderson asked if Walmart owned the entire property. Mr. Jarvis said that Ms. Sulek
said that they do not, and that he is not sure about Sophia’s. Mr. Thomas asked about the
property directly east of the restaurant. Mr. Volkmann replied that it is railroad property,
and President Anderson said that there is a NIPSCO station right there.
Mr. Volkmann asked why the sign for pickup is on the west side of the building if the
pickup point is on the south side, and that it will be confusing for customers. Ms. Miles
replied that the pickup sign is on the side where the pickup stalls will be, and that there
will be directional signs in the parking lot with arrows with which direction to drive. Mr.
Volkmann said it would seem to him that the pickup sign should be where they are
making the pickups. Ms. Miles said that the only problem with that is that the sign would
not be visible from the front. Mr. Volkmann said he understood that, but that it was
confusing to have a pickup sign on the elevation where there is no pickup. Mr.
Volkmann added that it would make more sense if they had an arrow on it pointing to the
direction of the pickup; but that although he understands it is a standard for the store, it is
confusing for people that live here. Mr. Volkmann further stated that it is why they are
here tonight because it was misleading to the Board when they saw it and wondered how

they would do pickups right from that aisle. Ms. Miles said that they could add another
sign just under the sign directing the customers with an arrow. Mr. Immig stated that if
they put an arrow under that sign, it would direct the customers to the outdoor area, not
the actual pickup point. Mr. Jarvis suggested the sign say “Pickup in back"’ or “Pickup in
rear'. Mr. Jarvis said that he knows Walmart’s thinking, that they want to promote they
have pickup at that store. Mr. Jarvis said that they will get the best of both worlds if they
say “Pickup" and then something below it. Ms. Miles said they could do simple channel
letters on the bottom. Mr. Volkmann reiterated that they were all confused why they
would have their pickup in that very busy aisle. Mr. Volkmann added that he likes the
idea of the pickups on the side; but that the pickup signage on the west elevation is
confusing.
There being no further questions, President Anderson asked for a Course of Action.
Mr. Jarvis made a motion to approve P.C. Case #21-2-2 pursuant to all State, Federal and
Local Regulations; that they have a right-turn only sign put in; that the sign be adjusted
on the front for Staff review; and that one year from now, the Petitioner comes back to
the Plan Commission to revisit the entrance way. Ms. Miles clarified that it would not be
her, but a representative from Walmart. Mr. Jarvis said he understands it will take some
time, but that it has to be addressed. The motion was seconded by Mr. Thomas and
carried 7-0.
III.

COMMISSION BUSINESS
A. Findings of Fact
1. P.C. Case #20-12-19 CANYON CREEK
Modifications to the proposed Planned Unit Development Agreement and Site Plan
for the Rezone from (R-l) Residential to Residential Planned Unit Development
(PUD) to include one (1) and two (2) family dwellings - Reducing the number of
duplexes and paired cottage villas from 25% of the platted parcels to 15% of the
APPROVED W/CONDITIONS (6-1) 1/4/21
platted parcels
Mr. Thomas made a motion to approve which was seconded by Mr. Immig and
carried 7-0.
B. Correspondence
Ms. Sulek said there was none.

IV.

ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 6:40 P.M.

Respectfully Submitted:

Gary lmmig,^crejafy

